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AP Style believes that a few generally accepted abbreviations are required in some cases and some other abbreviations are acceptable depending on the context, but overall, as a writer, you should avoid your writing appearing as if it were alphabet soup. In other words, don't use abbreviations or abbreviations that your
readers won't easily or quickly recognize. Below is a list of in no-no-exhaustive, accepted acronyms in the AP style. AAA (American Automobile Association) AARP (American Association or Retirees) ARA (Anti-Missile) AMVETS (American Veterans) BP (British Petroleum) CT (Computer Tomography) DDT
(Dichlorodiphenylchloroethane) Mpg (Miles per Gallon) GB (gigabyte) PTA (U.S. Parent Teachers Association) that abbreviations are formed from the first letters (or letters) of a series of words. For example, radar if it is formed from (ra)dio (d)etecting (a)nd (r)anging. The abbreviation, let's take GB from above, is not an
acronym. See our full page on abbreviations and acronyms for a more in-depth discussion of their differences. Common AP Style Abbreviation Guidelines before the name you have shortened the titles when they are used to the full name. For example, Mr., Mr. Madam, Doctor (Dr.), Governor (Governor), Vice-Governor
(Lieutenant General), Representative (Republic), Senator (Senator), Reverend (Reverend), and some military ranks, such as General (General), Lieutenant General (Lieutenant General), Major General (Major General), Colonel (Colonel), Major General (Major) etc. For the full listing of names and their guidelines,
including military names, legislative names and courtesy of the name, see After the name you must shorten the junior (junior) and senior (senior) after the name of the person. You must also abbreviated the company (Co. or Cos.), the corporation (corp.), included (Inc.), and limited (Ltd.) when using the after-name legal
entity. See company names for more support. Some academic degrees such as doctoral degrees are reduced when appearing after a person's name and should be set on a comma. For example, John Smith, Ph.D. John Smith, J.D. Dates and Figures You should use the acronyms A.D., B.C., a.m., p.m., No., and certain
months when using with numbers or the day of the month. For example, correctly: in 900 BC; 10:30 p.m., at The Theatre No. 9, December 21. Wrong: Late in the evening, we wanted to see the movie but couldn't find the right number. Theatre. These abbreviations are only valid when used with numbers. The reduction is
only the months of January, February, August, September, October, November and December. All months should be set out when used in or alone with the year. For example, wrong: My birthday in August Is Correct: My birthday in August. Wrong: They married in September 2005. Correct: They were September 2005.
That's right: My birthday is August 17, 1989. Addresses By numbered addresses, abbreviation of the avenue (ave.), boulevard (boulevard) and street (street). That's right: The president lives on Pennsylvania Avenue. That's right: The president lives in 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. States Some states abbreviated, like the
United States with periods (U.S.), in some circumstances. The full list of AP Style abbreviations can be found on our page. Some governmental and non-governmental organizations are widely recognized by their initials and may be mentioned through their acronyms. However, this is not required. Let the context of your
particular circumstances determine whether you want to use an acronym for organizations and agencies like the GOP, CIA, FBI, etc. It goes on to say that if an abbreviation or abbreviation would otherwise not be clear on its second link, do not use it. Other names that are not normally used in front of an audience should
not be reduced to an acronym just to eliminate certain words in the text. Special reductions are often desirable in tabulations and some types of technical writings. Covers and periods for words you can't find on our ASLYA AP list, use the acronym for the first list in Webster's New World Dictionary. Typically, AP Style
omits periods in abbreviations unless it means an unrelated word. AP Style uses periods in most two-letter abbreviations: the U.S., U.N., UK, B.A., B.C. AP itself along with GI and THE ARE are exceptions to this rule. Do not use periods in abbreviations that are in the headlines unless they are necessary for clarity. Use
all caps, but not periods, in contractions that are longer and whose individual letters are pronounced individually. For example, CBS, NBC, FBI, AFL-CIO. You should only use the initial capital letter, then lowercase for abbreviations of more than six letters, if listed otherwise in our list of AP Style or Webster New World
College Dictionary. AP Stylebook has many useful tips about writing clearly and succinctly. But what does that say about abbreviations and initialisms? Check out our AP-style guide to find out. The acronyms and initials in AP StyleThe main problem when it comes to using abbreviations in the style of AP is clarity. That's
why AP Stylebook recommends using only widely recognized acronyms and initialisms. However, what constitutes a well-known acronym or initialism will depend on the circumstances. AP Stylebook offers some help here, as it entries for a number of general abbreviations, abbreviations and initialisms. But in general
terms, all he says is not to use an acronym that your readers can't recognize. So when Should use an acronym, think about: Is this a term your target audience will already know. If this can be ambiguous (such as abbreviations with two values). For example, if you have written for an American audience of broadcasting
professionals, you can use the initialism of the FCC with confidence because readers will know that it is the Federal Communications Commission. But if you've written for a more general audience or international readership, you'd be better off using your full name for clarity. Introducing abbreviations In contrast to many
style guides, AP style says not to enter abbreviations in brackets along with full terminology. If you need to enter one, instead, you should simply use full terminology without abbreviated form and then use the abbreviated form for the following use: the Football Association of Ireland (FAI) announced today that it provides
more grassroots support to football fans. This new FAI scheme will improve access to youth sport... ✗ football association of Ireland announced today that it is providing more grassroots support to football fans. This new FAI scheme will improve access to youth sport... In addition, the AP simply says, Names that are not
usually made public should not be reduced to an acronym solely in order to keep a few words. As stated above, then, you should only use an acronym if you are sure that your readers will recognize it and that it will not cause confusion. Punctuation of abbreviations in the AP Style In terms of punctuation, the overall
apnea advice is to use full stops between letters in two-letter initialisms such as the United States, the United Kingdom, the United Nations, B.C. and the A.D. But this is only necessary for longer abbreviations when the letters in initialism will mean an unrelated word otherwise. There are exceptions to the rule of two-letter
abbreviation punctuation, too: Never punctuate the initialisms in the title if necessary for clarity. Some two-letter acronyms are exempt, including AP, EU, ID and GI. In addition, punctuation initialisms are less common in English and Australian. This way you can omit full stops in two-letter abbreviations as well if you're
writing for an audience outside the US. Abbreviations with namesWhen it comes to people's names, the type of AP requires you to shorten: Honorific names before the name (e.g., Mr. Smith and Ms. Holson) Junior and Senior after name (e.g., George W. Bush). Academic degrees after the title, went with commas from
the surrounding text (e.g. Dr. Samuel Hendrick, Ph.D., announced the results). It also suggests shortening some words after the company's name: The Company (e.g. Austin Motor Co. or Morgan Chase and Co.) Corporation (e.g. Bantana Corp. or KeySpan Corp.) (e.g. Proofed Inc. or La zi-Boy Inc.) Limited (e.g.
Kenwood Ltd. or Cooper Industries Ltd.) Typically, you only need to turn on the turn company acronyms when using the full official name of the company. And even so, you only need to use them once, after which they can be omitted. Reducing the MonthAP style suggests reducing certain months when used with a day
in date. You can see how it works below:MonthAbbreviationExampleJanuaryJan.On January 21, 2018, the company announced ... FebruaryFeb.The product was launched on February 3, 2020... MarchN/A Principality will take place on March 10, 2021... AprilN/AThis last happened on April 21, 1986... Main/April 5 May
2021... JuneN/A Scheme began on June 21, 1990.... JulyN/AOn July 8, 2008, newspapers reported ... AugustAug.Since August 18, 2019, officials claim... SeptemberSept.I first wrote to you on September 7, 1999... OctoberOct.We first met on October 31, 2004... NovNov.Born on November 14, 1973... DecemberDec.The
event on December 30, 2020, will be ...  But you don't need to shorten the months when they are used without a day: In January 1989, the world changed. The city holds events annually in April and October.Make sure to keep this distinction in mind when writing the date ap style! Avoiding the alphabet SoupThe AP
warns against alphabet soup. This happens when you use multiple abbreviations in a row, making the text harder to follow. For example: Today POTUS met with NATO CO and WHO KIO at the UN summit to discuss NAFTA. ✗If you find yourself using a few abbreviations in one sentence, think about using full terms, at
least in some cases (or try to paraphrase in a way that keeps the abbreviations separate). And if you need help ensuring your email is easy to read, be sure to have it corrector. Adjust.
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